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Heartshock - Blood and Chlorophyll
Dried Terminalia catappa tree from the forest. The tree sits on 
a mirror amidsts a collection of mineral specimines from the 
NTU Geo-specimine Cottage that trace geological changes 
through millions of years. Specimines of Fungi sit amidst the 
branches. Around the walls owls from the collection of the 
Endemic Species Research Institute look on. R O O T
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Heartshock - Blood and Chlorophyll, detial
Dried Terminalia catappa tree from the forest. The tree sits on a mirror 
amidsts a collection of mineral specimines from the NTU Geo-specimine 
Cottage that trace geological changes through millions of years. Specimines 
of Fungi sit amidst the branches. Around the walls owls from the collection 
of the Endemic Species Research Institute look on. 



The Force That Through The Green Fuse Drives The Flower
Artists images of Taiwanese forests printed on duraclear floating 
in front of a diabond mirror. In the centre, a delicate garden 
planted in  various glass vials by the TAI Herbarium of NTU.F O L I A G E
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Inside the Flower - Herbarium
Plants gathered by the artist and transformed 
into fragments within the vitrine entangled with 
a collection of books, images, seeds and fungi 
borrowed from the TAI Herbarium of NTU.
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Birdsong
A collection of birds with their archive labels 
from the NTU Museum of Zoology.H A B I T A T
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In The Breath of the Forest
Hanging silk veils imaged with painterly trees, 
are projected  over with slow moving images of 
forests and their animal inhabitants. 
size variable
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Vanishing
Black and White double screen film of large 
breathing animals. A mirror at the other end of 
the room projects the image and the viewer is 
immersed within the space of their breathing. 


